Previous accounts show that markings of CF (counterfactual) clauses tend to be complex. One frequent combination of markers that shows up in many languages is that of a past tense together with perfect in past CFs. According to Dahl (1997) , the stacking use of CF markings consists of elements of varying historical layers. This motivates a closer look at the diachronic history of each marking in the combinations that do occur. This paper is therefore devoted to a diachronic development of CF markings. A diachronic study of frequently used CF markers such as past tense, perfective/imperfective aspect, irrealis mood markers is conducted. I propose a cross-linguistic whole life-cycle of CF markers which start as pragmatic clues, termed as CFEnhancing (Counterfactual Enhancing) markers in this paper. The following part will address the question concerning the origins of counterfactuality ahead of the main discussion.
Introduction

Counterfactuality as a Pragmatic Implicature
provides an explanation for the presupposition and implicature in CF inference. Van linden & Verstraete (2008) explain in depth why there is polarity reversal in the CF context. They come up with a compelling proposal according to which counterfactuality is derived as a pragmatic implicature. These observations concide with Givón (1990) 's finding that CFs tend to be marked by a combination of two semantically conflicting verbal inflections: (i) a prototypical realis operator (past, perfective or perfect) and (ii) a prototypical irrealis operator (future, subjunctive, conditional or modal). In this sense, patterns of CF markings are compositional in nature, that is, different forms input their individual meanings to the general interpretation of the utterance in a compositional way. This is also proved in the Israeli Sign Language where CF conditionals are systematically distinguished from factual ones by applying raised brows (connected with conditional mood) and squint (connected with shared factual basis).However, it seems that the compositional nature of CFs cannot justify the existence of imperfective. Grønn (2008) outlines an evolutionary process of imperfective from factual to CF uses. It has been pointed out that CF use of imperfective comes up as a pragmatic implicature known as "cancellation of result". Since the perfective is typically used for denoting a complete event whose result still holds at the utterance time, the imperfective is accordingly pragmatically strengthened to the opposite meaning, thus giving rise to the implicature of a reversible target state. Compare the following examples:
Pragmatic CFs differ from the standard CFs in that the former can only be marginally used in past context. Grønn (2013) further lists an example to illustrate the ungrammaticality of the non-past uses: 4) Imperfective in the past (Grønn, 2008, p. 29) A: Ekzamen otmenen! "The exam is cancelled." B: Kakoe oblegchenie! *V sluchae provla menja vygonjali imperfective+past iz universiteta.
"What a relief! In case of failure, I would have been thrown out of the university."
The pragmatic CFs with vygonjali imperfective+past should be replaced by the standard form with vygnali perfective+past here. Additionally, counter factuality produced through pragmatic means can be easily cancelled. For example, sentences with past imperfective in Russian may not necessarily have a CF reading. According to Grønn (2008) , the CF use of past imperfective is mainly restricted on the chess game. However, we cannot simply ignore the pragmatic implication as an important origin for counterfactuality, since through pragmatic strengthening, we are expecting to see a fossilization of tentative pragmatic meaning along the process of grammaticalization.
Counterfactuality as a Coded Meaning
Other linguists differ by resorting to some formal features. Von Fintel (1998) claims that it is the subjunctive mood that triggers the presupposition. Iatridou (2000) maintains that the nature of counterfactuality can be traced back to the exclusion feature of past tense. In some languages, this meaning has been grammaticalized into a coded rather than an implicated meaning. Later, it has been picked up by McGregor (2008) who argues that the "reversal of polarity" is naturally coded cross-linguistically in modal categories employed in CFs. In some languages, counterfactuality has grammaticalized into a coded rather than an implicated meaning. This is not necessarily an argument against an implicature analysis, but on the contrary, it provides additional support in favor of implicature approach in that counterfactuality in these languages still shows traces of an origin as implicature. If this is correct, one may further expect that in languages with counterfactuality encoded by past/perfective/imperfective, CFs with tenses other than the past should also be possible. This is also true for the following languages: 5) Palestinian Arabic (Afro-Asiatic: Palestinian West Bank and Gaza)-past perfective in present CF (Halpert & Karawani, 2012, p. 101) Through the semanticisation of pragmatic implicatures (Ziegeler, 2000) , we are expecting to see an analogical extension of counterfactuality to the future domain with the similar marking strategy. Along with the path of analogy, the original temporal or aspectual meaning is gradually replaced by the modal meaning. The supporting evidence can be found in the coexistence of these verbal features with the seemingly contradictory categories, like past with future and perfective with imperfective. Therefore, we may claim that these fake uses of tense or aspect in CFs are a result of grammaticalization as counterfactuality is expressed irrespective of temporal references. Interestingly, if the time of the event is irrelevant for the grammaticalized CF markers, we may not explain why in some languages, non-past CFs, although with fake tense/aspect, are marked in a different way from past CFs. The diachronic development of CF markers in the following sections accounts for this problem.
But we can still find some traces of pragmatic implicature as origin of counterfactuality before it has finally been grammatically encoded. The persistence of pragmatic implicature allows the counterfactuality to be cancelled or reinforced in some certain context, such as:
7) Cancellation (Nevins, 2002, p. 447) If the patient had measles, he would have exactly the symptoms he has now. We conclude, therefore, that the patient has the measles.
8) Reinforcement (Nevins, 2002, p. 447) If the butler had done it, the knife would be bloody. The knife was clean; therefore, the butler must be innocent.
Past tense shows a more pervasive use by extending to non-past CFs in many Indo-European languages. Therefore we may take the fake past as a more grammaticalized category than the real past. This is also true for languages with TAM features denoted by lexicalized concepts, such as isolated languages, where no evidence of fake tense/aspect could be found. Languages may differ largely concerning the prominence of the CF category. Those with counterfactuality mainly produced through pragmatic implicature are positioned at the lowest scale of prominence.
CF (Counterfactual) Markers and CFE nhancing (Counterfactual Enhancing) Markers
In the languages of the world, one can encounter two different CFs. The first relates to language forms which work to increase the information specificity for an utterance from which the CF meaning is pragmatically implicated. These language forms are used to enhance CF meaning, and are identified as CFE nhancing markers. CF meaning, as implicated by CFE nhancing markers, emerges as a pragmatic implicature that can be easily cancelled or reinforced. The second type, which concerns the use of language forms to encode counterfactuality, is referred to as CF markers. For example, fake past tense and perfect are CF markers in English, as seen in the following sentence: 9) If John had been at the scene of the crime, Mary would have seen him. (Mary probably saw him, and probably not.) 9) is classified as a CF because of the back-shifting use of pluperfect (past+perfect). However, the counterfactuality will be cancelled by introducing an additional clause into the bracket. The case will be different if we exert a negation marker on the protasis, as in (10) The degree of counterfactuality will henceforth be enhanced. Thus, negation can be taken as a CFE nhancing marker. Wierzbicka (1997) Interestingly, languages may grammaticalize other means to code the same function. Once the construction becomes possible with non-past reference, the past tense meaning will also be relaxed. Through renovation by reinforcement, languages may compensate the decay by introducing a novel element in the past CFs. Therefore, another layer of CFE nhancing marker is grafted to the original system to strengthen the counterfactuality. A well-known example is the appearance of perfect in the past CFs of some Indo-European languages. Similarly, the added CFE nhancing marker may be further grammaticalized into a CF marker which can even code the counterfactuality in non-past reference. Theoretically, the cycling development will continue with no ending, but our cross-linguistic data show that the upper bound layer is only three, such as past subjunctive, conditional mood (would) and the perfect in Germanic CFs. The resulting synchronic systems may consist of layers of forms of varying age. In following sections, we will explore the evolution process by putting together fragments from the history of different languages and snapshots of synchronic states.
The Evolution of Past Tense
Prior to discussing the role of the past tense in CFs, two different past tenses need to be differentiated: the real past and the fake past. As their names imply, the real past-which retains its real temporal value-can only denote past events, while the fake past-which loses its temporal value-can be employed in non-past sentences. The real past may enhance the CF effect by indicating events known in the past since a hypothesis about a fact will naturally lead to a CF reading. It may not be proper to classify real past as a CF marker since it cannot sufficiently mark CFs, as in (14). Considering its effect on enhancing a CF reading, it is termed as a CFE nhancing marker. Languages with CFs denoted through past CFE nhancing markers stay at the very initial stage of CF expression which is normally restricted in the past reference.
14) Context: Malena saw the weather report two days ago (Tonhauser, 2006, p. 250) Kuehe o-ký-ta kuri.
yesterday 3-rain-FUT back_then "It was going to /supposed to rain yesterday."
... ha o ky.
... and 3 rain "... and it rained."
Past tenses in Indo-European languages are situated at different stages along the evolutionary process from CFE nhancing markers to CF markers. As shown in these languages, the past tense gradually crosses its boundary and extends to include non-past CF situations. In a language like Parači, past tense is employed when expressing a CF event:
15) Parači (Indo-European: Iran) (Efimov, 2009, p. According to Vydrin (2013) , examples of the extension of past tenses to the non-past uses also exist, albeit 17) Marathi (Indo-European: India) (Bhatt, 1997 , (51), (52) (Karawani & Zeijlstra, 2010; Bjorkman, 2011) . Past perfective auxiliary kaan can occur without any perfective syntax, as shown in the example by Bjorkman & Halpert (2012): 18) Palestinian Arabic(Afro-Asiatic: Palestinian West Bank and Gaza) (Bjorkman & Halpert, 2012 , (16) Like Mara element.
The Evo
As observ locating a languages archaic Ind this examp perfective/perfect, which subsequently gives rise to the non-aspectual (fake) use of the perfective/perfectas CF markers. The proposed steps in the evolutionary process from CFE nhancing markers to CF markers in the case of starting from the past and extending into the non-past are described in sections I and II.
I. Starting from the past
It is mentioned above that in Old English, some originally used past modals (wolde, mihte, sceolde, ahte) has already started to be used in present time contexts, as shown in (22) Ne miht ƥu lencg tun-scire bewitan.
"Thou mayest be no longer steward."
Therefore, in Early Middle English, a new way is needed for expressing the present-past contrast. Since there is no other way to express past time reference than resorting to perfect for help (Brunner, 1962) , the perfect comes up as a natural therapeutic make-up for the loss of the morphologically marked preterite, like the following examples in the 13 th century:
21) (Molencki, 1999b, p. 94) Ich mihte habbe bet i-don, hefde ich ƥen i-selðe.
"I might have done better if I had had good sense then."
A hypothesis about the past domain will easily lead to counterfactuality, such as in the Middle German mentioned by Mettke (1983) where perfect is combined with modal elements to denote counterfactuality:
22) Und solde mit in hȃn gestriten.
"And should have fought with him."
At almost the same time, the perfect was also introduced to the past CFs. As in Middle Dutch, the perfect auxiliary "have" is introduced in the CF clauses.
23) (Kern, 1912, p. It looks as if the perfect in (24b) is an extra element and is non-essential. Similarly, the history of the Germanic languages reveals that the perfect comes about as an innovation that is added to an older system where time reference is not marked in CFs (Dahl, 1997) . In the oldest well-attested Germanic language-Gothic, past (optative) is employed in both protasis and apodosis irrespective of time distinctions, such as: Relevant diachronic records for the evolution of the perfective aspect in CFs are quite rare, however, we can still find some evidence of the perfective as a tense operator to differentiate the past from the non-past. nyanungu-ku-ju nganayi-ki waripakarnu-ku.
3-DAT-TOP whatchamacallit-DAT snake-DAT "If it were to bite me I would swell up as a result, from that little green snake."
The perfective in (27a) is fake, since it can denote an imperfective (stative) action. The imperfective as a necessary element in non-past CFs such as (27b/c) is not allowed to appear in (27a).
II. Extending to the non-past
As in the evolution of the past tense, the perfective/perfect may extend to non-past CFs through analogy. Jespersen (1924) alludes to the following example in favor of the argument that chiefly in colloquial speech, pluperfect conditionals may be also used in the present time.
28) If I had had money enough (at the present moment), I would have paid you. Dahl (1997, p. 106) provides the exact parallel Swedish translation as follows:
29) Om jag hade (perfect) haft pengar nu, skulle jag ha betalat dig.
Leirbukt (1991) discovers a general tendency for the pluperfect CFs to be used in the non-past cases to differentiate potential and CF representation of future events. This analogical process also applies to the perfective aspect. It is interesting to see that the perfective/perfect in the CFs of different languages is situated at different stages along this evolutionary path. In Norwegian, speakers unanimously prefer to use the pluperfect/conditional perfect to express CFs with present temporal reference although the imperfect is also acceptable. Therefore, the perfect in Norwegian CFs is optional in present tense (Stage II in Figure 2 ). However, in French, the use of the pluperfect/conditional perfect in present CFs has been considered informal. Therefore, the perfect in French has not yet entered the Present CFs (Stage I in Figure 2 ).
The Evolution of Imperfective and Imperfect
Discussions concerning the role of imperfective/imperfect on CFs concentrate on whether the imperfective/imperfect makes a semantic contribution that is necessary to achieve counterfactuality. Iatridou (2009) argues that since languages with imperfectives in CFs always have a special paradigm for past imperfectives, it is the past rather than the imperfective that works here to denote counterfactuality. In this view, the imperfective is there purely for morphological reasons. The question arises, then, as to why the imperfective aspect in CFs appears at all instead of fading away like the subjunctive mood in the past-subjunctive paradigm if it makes no semantic contribution. In contrast with Iatridou (2009) The event described in (30) is non-habitual. Habitual (imperfective) here does not contribute its aspectual meaning. According to Bhatt (1998) , the habitual (imperfective) in Hindi is a CF marker. Likewise, before evolving into a CF marker without aspectual meaning, the imperfective/imperfect enters in CFs as a CFE nhancing marker with real aspectual value. The diachronic records of Greek will illustrate this evolutionary process.
In Classical Greek, the past tense can be applied to non-past reference, however, at that time the real aspectual meaning (progressive) is still retained in the imperfective: 31) Classical Greek (Beck, Malamud & Osadcha, 2012, p Propositions in the apodosis "she would get better" are based on the completed event "she has already taken the medicine", however, it is the imperfective rather than the perfective that is employed here. The imperfective, the interpretation of which is not what it is in non-CF constructions, is fake here. It is hypothesized that imperfective has experienced an evolution from a real aspect to a fake one. Traces of usage of real imperfective in Modern Greek can support this hypothesis, as shown in (34): 34) Modern Greek (Iatridou, 2000, p. 255) An ton aγapuse avrio, θa imun if him love.IPFV.PST tomorrow FUT was poli eftiχ1ismeni.
very happy "If tomorrow she was in the state of loving him, he would be happy."
Similarly, diachronic evidence from an archaic version of Bengali (Indo-European: Bangladesh, India) called Sadhu Bhasa shows an imperfective and perfective contrast in CFs, which never happens in the CFs of modern Bengali. The imperfective with no aspectual value (fake imperfective) is employed in CFs. Questions may then arise concerning the way in which the evolutionary process unfolds. Luckily, the evolution of the imperfect in CFs of Latin provides the answer. At the very beginning, the imperfect is used in CFs to denote an action in progress that began in the past, i.e. real imperfect(ive):
35) Latin (Sabaneyeva, 2005a, p. 292 "If that time I had been sitting on the donkey, I would have been missing four days ago."
The imperfective is optionally chosen when expressing counterfactuality in Talysh. According to Vydrin (2013) , the imperfective in Talysh is not a dedicated CF marker since conditionals with imperfect(ive)s are not necessarily understood couterfactually. Additionally, the only evidence of imperfective in past CFs is found in the examples provided by Miller (1953) , Pirejko (1976 ) Yarshater (1996 , and Schulze (2000) . The evolution of the imperfective in Talysh CFs is situated at the initial stage, i.e. (i) restrained to past time reference, (ii) implying counterfactuality in the strict sense (dependence on a condition known to be false), and (iii) optional.
II. Extending to the non-past
In some languages, the fake imperfective has extended to non-past CFs. It is taken as a CF marker since the produced counterfactuality is less likely to be cancelled. In (40), the proceeding of event in the apodosis is based on the completed event in the protasis. Only after accomplishing the action of "arrive" will "Jean have the possibility of meeting Jane". Therefore, the imperfect is fake here.
The Evolution of Mood
In the early stages, it is the paradigm of past optative/ subjunctive that is used to denote counterfactuality. The subjunctive formations retain their original temporal significance at that time. Supporting evidence can be found in the formal correspondences between the past tense and past subjunctive. For example, in Gothic, if a verb introduces a long /e:/ in place of zero grade in the past plurals, the copied phenomenon will appear in the past subjunctive form of the same verb (bērun-past indicative vs. bēreina-past subjunctive). These similarities in origin have not arisen accidentally. According to Gothic data, during the pre-old English stage, CFs were characterized by parallel preterite optative forms both in protasis and in apodosis, as shown in the following example:
41) Past time reference (Molencki, 1999a, p. Behre (1934) claims that in Early Germanic, the preterite optative is only restricted to the past time reference. At that time, counterfactuality is implicated by knowledge of the past. In other words, past optative works only to enhance a CF effect, thus being termed as a CFE nhancing marker.
The past optative gradually crossed its boundary and extended to include present CF situations. This is the case in Old English as exemplified in (42) and (43), and in Middle English as exemplified in (44) "You know that you would be Samnites' slaves still today if you had not broken the pledges and oaths that you swore to them."
The presence of temporal adverbials, such as "today", allows us to determine the time reference. Harbert (2006) ijel.ccsenet.org Vol. 8, No. 2; 2018 argues that in Germanic languages, there is no contrast in time references between past subjunctive and the present subjunctive, and that the only difference lies in the realization of the event: past subjunctive is used for low likelihood while the present subjunctive is used for high likelihood.
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45) German (Indo-European: Germany) (Schulz & Griesbach, 1960, pp. 73/75) There is a cross-linguistically frequent association of CF interpretation with combinations of past and subjunctive or conditional mood. Even in languages where the subjunctive mood is quite marginal, we can still find traces of paradigms for tense-mood combination. For example: in Modern English, it is the obsolescent past subjunctive form "were" rather than the usual indicative form "was" that appears in the protasis to mark CFs. In languages lacking of portmanteau form denoting past subjunctive, we can still find the similar evolutionary path from past to non-past for mood category (albeit not so obviously The application of unreality marker ìbá differentiates CFs from open conditionals. However, if it extends to present sentence, the sentence will be ambiguously interpreted as either a non-CF or a CF.
In a neighbouring language Haya, recent past is denoted through P1 (Past 1) and remote past is expressed by P1 (Past 1) combined with P2 (Past 2). Evidence of the irrealis mood extending to CFs in the recent past (near present) can be found in Haya, as shown in the following example:
49) Haya (Niger-Congo: Tanzania) (Salone, 1979, p. 75) a. ká n-a-ku-bona éfarasy' ein' ámabába ti-n-á-ku-amini. Whether the CF has extended to the future tense is hard to say in some non-tense prominent languages where there are unclear morphological distinctions among tenses. Time references, therefore, need to be contextually determined. But at least, we can get some hints from the translation given in the reference materials.
50) Chaga (Niger-Congo: Tanzania) (Salone, 1979, p. 77) a. ngí-we-henda shúle ngí-we-soma kiingerésa. The imaginative marker we in Chaga can denote a CF event even in non-past sentences, like (50a). If the trace of extension to future tense in Chaga is less convincing, adverbial kiangazi ki-ja-cho "this coming summer" in (51a) clearly shows that the imaginative marker nge in Swahili can mark CFs regardless of the time restrictions.
The evolution of mood category in CFs follows a similar path, i.e., (i) starting from the past; and (ii) extending to the non-past. Another piece of supporting evidence can be found in law of Arabic which displays a cross-temporal evolution from past to non-past. During the medieval Arabic period, law is essentially associated with past CFs. In modern Arabic standard grammar, law can be used to introduce impossible or unreasonable (non-past) CFs (Ryding, 2005) .
Implications
By combining fragments from the history of different languages and snapshots of synchronic states to form a larger picture, we can conclude a spiral evolutionary path (depicted in figure 1 ) where grammaticalization and renovation alternate with each other. According to Lehmann (1982) , grammaticalization is a process in which something becomes more grammatical. It differs from renovation and innovation in that it outlines a diachronic relations-"y continues x" rather than "y replaces x" (renovation). As analyzed above, the path of evolution from a CFE nhancing marker to a CF marker can be depicted as follows (adapted from Dahl [1997, p. 109] ):
Stage I: The form (i) is employed in the CF sentences with past time references, (ii) implies counterfactuality with the help of pragmatic contexts (dependence on a condition known to be false), and (iii) is optional.
Stage II (grammaticalization: reanalysis): The form becomes obligatory in the past CF sentences and the generated counterfactuality is less influenced by pragmatic inference.
Stage III (grammaticalization: analogy): Then, with the gradual relaxation of temporal constraints, the marker extends to the CFs with non-past references.
Stage IV (grammaticalization: reanalysis): The form becomes obligatory in the non-past CFsentences.
Stage V (renovation by reinforcement): The counterfactuality is weakened after extending use of the forms. Then another form from TAM inventory is needed to emphasize the counterfactuality in the past reference. Then Stage I, II III, IV will be repeated again.
Mechanisms: Reanalysis and Analogy
The evolution from CFE nhancing markers to CF markers is an example of cycling interaction of reanalysis and analogy. According to Hopper & Traugott (1993 ) reanalysis involves a change in constituency, and reassignment of morphemes to different semantic-syntactic category labels. For example, at stage II, the CFE nhancing marker which has been optionally employed to enhance a CF reading is reanalyzed as an obligatory form to mark counterfactuality in past temporal reference. The form has begun to be grammaticalized when the limitation to the TAM value no longer holds. When this constraint is removed, the form may further extend to CFs contradicting its original value, such as past tense in non-past CFs, imperfective aspect in perfective CFs. This may lead to the process of analogy. Different from reanalysis, analogy refers to the attraction of extant forms to already exiting constructions (Hoppe & Traugott, 2003, p. 64) . For example, at stage III, the form extends analogically to CFs with non-past temporal references. After the grammaticalized form enters into the non-past domain, it may be further reanalyzed as an obligatory marker for the general CF reading. A dedicated CF marker is then formed to mark CFs irrespective of the temporal references. To be noted, this development might be followed up by a subsequent renovation which may lead to another cycle of grammaticalization again. The world's languages display a wide variety of techniques for marking CFs. If taking a dynamic view, we find that many isolating languages such as Mandarin are situated at a very initial stage of grammaticalization where CFs are mainly denoted through the optionally used CFE nhancing markers. Many Australian languages show more grammaticalized markings of CFs where certain TAM features (most frequently with past tense) are obligatorily employed in past CFs. However, they may not have an effective way to express non-past CFs except the ones in an obvious violation of the reality such as "if I were you…". But for many Indo-European languages, they have developed well-formed CF markers to mark CFs irrespective of the temporal constraints such as habitual in Hindi, past (perfective) in Palestinian Arabic, durative in Persian and so on. Some Indo-European languages like Romance languages, Germanic languages have further developed another cycle of grammaticalization which started with perfect in past CFs.
Pragmatic Factors
Ziegeler (2000, p. 7) argues that "the grammaticalization considers language evolution to be represented in a long series of overlapping pragmatic changes in the use of a grammaticalized item". Therefore the diachronic evolution of CF markers can be taken as a result of the gradual conventionalisation of conversational implicatures, i.e., pragmatic strengthening (Traugott, 1988) . Pragmatic strengthening, as its name implies, will lead to fossilization of casual pragmatic inference into lexical meaning by strengthening and conventionalizing the conversational implicatures. For example, bi-conditional uses of conditions, which are at first denoted as total pragmatic inferences, are fossilized in some conditions through pragmatic strengthening at a later stage (Geis & Zwicky, 1971) . Ziegeler (2000) applies this principle to the analysis of the grammatical morphologies which are most often associated with "information specificity in the context of the CF utterance". Then the conversational implicature of counterfactuality is strengthened and gradually encoded in those grammatical morphologies. A dedicated CF marker is thus formed.
This notion has cross-linguistic implications for the evolution of CF markers. At the very beginning, the CF interpretation is obtained through hearer's inferences from the CFE nhancing markers. At this stage, counterfactuality is obtained through pragmatic means rather linguistic forms. Later, counterfactuality, as a ijel.ccsenet.org
International Journal of English Linguistics Vol. 8, No. 2; 2018 pragmatic implicature, will be conventionalized and gradually encoded in CFE nhancing markers. Therefore the modal use of CFE nhancing markers is derived. The modal use may override the original TAM value of CFE nhancing markers, thus giving rise to the so called "fake use". The produced counterfactuality at this level is less influenced by the pragmatic contexts. In this way, the CF markers are evolved from CFE nhancing markers. To be noted, this is only a part of the life cycle of the CF markers, and a similar evolution will also apply to other TAM features which may be realized as another layer of CF marker to the original marking system.
Renovation by Reinforcement
As discussed above, the CFE nhancing markers might be finally grammaticalized into CF markers conveying counterfactuality irrespective of the temporal references. According to Dahl (1997) , once the construction becomes possible with non-past reference, the risk of the counterfactuality constraint also being relaxed will be imminent. Lehmann (2002) claims that if an element is weakened through grammaticalization, there are, perhaps, two possibilities: the first is to give it up and replace it with a new, but similar one, which is termed pure renovation; the second is to reinforce it by compensating the decay by introducing a novel element, for which we may speak of renovation by reinforcement. For example, Latin non "not" was reinforced by passum "step" in a construction non V passu, to yield French ne V pas, English "not a bit" and so on. Looking in general at the CFs in the languages mentioned above, we can discover that many of them consist of more than one layer of CF markings such as fake past, conditional mood (would), and perfect auxiliary in English. Each of them experiences a similar process of grammaticalization as depicted above. We may go one step further and consider the motivation of their occurrences. It may be surmised that the driving factor is the need to reinforce the counterfactuality, which has been weakened through the grammaticalization. CFE nhancing markers employed to reinforce the counterfactuality, may begin as a redundant additive to the original system, such as in Bulgarian where the perfect seems to be grafted onto the system as an extra element and could be optionally deleted.
It is a well-attested fact that renovation by reinforcement always alternates with grammaticalization during the evolution of a grammatical element. Through a long history of evolution, the resulting synchronic systems, then, have developed layers of CF markers of varying age, distribution and semantic content. For the sake of brevity, we will employ the following symbolism:x > y = "x is grammaticalized to y"; x => y = "x is reinforced by y". The famous example of the evolution of determiner in Latin can be written as follows (Lehmann, 2002) : Pre-Latin is "that (one)" => Latin iste "that one on your side" => Proto-Romance eccuistu "lo that one" > Italian questo "this" =>questo…qui and French ce…-ci "this (one) here". This example illustrates an arbitrary reiterated process of reinforcement and grammaticalization that can also be reflected by the evolution of CF markings in English:
past optative > fake past optative > fake past=> would + fake past => would + pluperfect (perfect + fake past) > would + fake pluperfect (fake perfect + fake past)
Unlike Germanic languages, Romance languages display an alternation between their grammaticalization processes and the renovation processes of imperfect and perfect. However, other languages with underdeveloped CF morphology, like Mandarin, hardly experience a grammaticalization process of markers in CFs where reinforcement only happens through the introduction of more CFE nhancing markers.
